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1 Introduction
Microvortex generators (MVGs) have been proposed
as devices for alleviating the adverse effects of
shock/boundary-layer interactions [1]. MVGs in supersonic flow are generally skewed tetrahedral protuberances whose height is less than the boundary layer thickness (Fig. 1). Anderson et al. [1] provided MVG design
guidelines, such as the standoff distance from an MVG
array to the shock impingement location.
The physical mechanisms of how the MVG affects
SBLI remain to be understood. With MVGs being lower Fig. 1 Schematic of MVGs.
than the boundary layer thickness, the concept of entrainment of the freestream
into the boundary layer by a trailing vortex from each side of the MVG may need
reexamination. Li and Liu [2], in their high-order large eddy simulations, revealed
flow structures around an MVG that appear similar to those of Blinde et al. [3].
Blinde et al. suggested that a train of hairpin vortices is convected from the trailing
edge of a MVG, while Li and Liu suggested a train of ring vortices; see Fig. 2.
This paper reviews experimental visualizations that support most of Li and Liu’s
numerical observations.

2 Experimental Details
Experimental details can be found in [4] and only a brief description of the facility
and visualizing techniques are provided here.
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(a) Li and Liu’s ring
vortex train [2].

(b) Blinde’s hairpin vortex train [3].

Fig. 2 Flow structure downstream of an MVG.

2.1 Facility
The experiments were performed in a blowdown wind
tunnel at a Mach number of 2.47 ± 0.005. The tunnel operation was controlled by a host computer which opened
the control valve to reach steady-state pressure conditions in 2–3 s. The total pressure was kept at 200 ± 6
kPa. The duration of the flow visualization experiments
was less than 10 s long which resulted in a total temperature drop of only 1–2 K. Thus, despite the blowdown
nature of the tunnel, the temperature can be considered Fig. 3 Test section with side
to be steady for the present experiments. With the rel- wall removed to show flat
atively steady total pressure and temperature, the unit plate. Flow from right to left.
Reynolds number can also be considered to be steady at
43 million/m.
The test section, shown in Fig. 3, was 15.2 cm2 ×
81.28 cm long. Extensive optical access was available
from both sides and from the top. A flat plate, 73 cm
long, with a 15-deg sharp leading edge was mounted in
the test section. A turbulent boundary layer developed
naturally over the top of the flat plate, with transition oc- Fig. 4 Micro-vortex generator array.
curring within 3 cm from the leading edge. The boundary layer thickness was 3–4 mm in the test region.
Six MVGs in the form of skewed tetrahedra were distributed evenly across the flat
plate such that their leading edges were located 272 mm downstream of the leading
edge of the flat plate, Fig. 4. The MVGs were 12.95 mm long and 1.57 mm high.
The front of each MVG was 11.7 mm wide. The center-to-center spacing between
the MVGs was 30.5 mm. Two styles of MVGs were fabricated based on the designs
of [2], with the trailing edge angle of either 45 or 70 deg. Flow visualizations of
either MVG45 and MVG70 are qualitatively very similar.
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2.2 Visualization Techniques
Three techniques were applied here, namely, surface flow visualization, laser lightsheet visualization and a new “panoramic” flow visualization. The surface flow visualization features a number of innovations, partly made possible by the extensive
optical access [7]. Powdered fluorescent chalk of different colors in a mixture of
kerosene and silicone oil was applied upstream of the test region. The bands of color
that form during the run reveal the surface flow pattern under “blacklight.” Lighting
was introduced from both sides of the tunnel to prevent shadows. The images were
acquired by cameras placed directly overhead. Other than the raw images, digital
image processing was used to reveal inconspicuous features.
Laser lightsheet visualization was
also straightforward. The arrangement
in Fig. 5 shows the lightsheet aligned
normal to the flat plate and in the
streamwise direction. A spanwise arrangement was also used. Note that
the laser lightsheet apparatuswas actually a stereo PIV system. Thus, the
imaging was performed using one of
the PIV cameras. Two different seeding methods were applied. The first utilizes 0.7 µ m calcium carbonate particles (CalEssence70) injected into the
stilling chamber of the wind tunnel. Fig. 5 Laser lightsheet arrangement.
This method is called global lightsheet visualization. Figure 5 shows a local lightsheet arrangement where acetone was naturally aspirated into the boundary layer
through a static port upstream of the interaction region. Subsequently, denatured
alcohol, which is not corrosive to rubber seals, was also used effectively.
Finally, instead of injecting vapor from one port, vapor was injected through three
ports. Either acetone or alcohol was dyed which produced a colored vapor. The flow
of the vapor across the MVG was imaged using a DSLR or a HD video camera. This
method is called “panoramic” flow visualization.

3 Results and Discussion
An example of the surface flow visualization is shown in Fig. 6. The figure shows a
small separation zone at the MVG leading edge even though the angle is less than
that for incipient separation. This observation is put in context in Fig. 7 which plots
the incipient ramp angle against the Mach and Reynolds numbers [9]. The figure
includes data extracted from [10, 11]. It can be inferred that the incipient separation
is due to the local transonic flow just ahead of the MVG and not the main supersonic
flow. This small two-dimensional separation zone ahead of the MVG spills around
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the side to produce a so-called open separation. Associated with this open separation
is a pair of primary trailing vortices [2, 10, 11]. These vortices are different from a
larger horseshoe vortex system that is extremely weak and not well observed.

Fig. 6 Surface flow visualization showing Fig. 7 Existence of separation ahead of MVG
open, three-dimensional separation.
below the incipient separation threshold.

The open separation zone is marked by high shear with a dearth of pigment, both
on the MVG side and on the flat plate, as indicated in Fig. 6. The high shear region
on the MVG side is bounded by regions of low shear marked by accumulations of
pigment. These low shear regions are required by topological rules [12] and are associated with secondary vortices emanating from the leading edge tips of the MVG.
Topological rules also require the presence of vortex filaments at the leading-edge
corners and at the rear of the MVGs although the rules do not stipulate the exact
number. The visualizations thus far have not been able to resolve any vortex filaments along the leading-edge corners although vortex filaments have apparently
been found. These latter vortex filaments will be discussed later.
A pair of streaks can be seen on the flat plate for a certain distance downstream of
the MVG before disappearing. This disappearance has been attributed to the lifting
of the primary vortex pair from the surface. However, such an interpretation may not
be correct. A different interpretation is that the downstream flow is unstable with
symmetry breaking [13]. To support this different interpretation, global lightsheet
visualization reveals the presence of large flow structures downstream of the MVG
trailing edge; see Fig. 8. Local lightsheet visualization of the flow over a flat plate
and downstream of an MVG further reveals the presence of large flow structures in
the latter. The suggestion here is that these structures are similar to those observed
by Li and Liu [2] and Blinde [3] (Fig. 2).

Fig. 8 Global lightsheet visualization showing presence of large structures downstream of the
MVG trailing edge.
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(a) Flat plate.
Fig. 9 Local lightsheet visualization.
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(b) With MVG showing large flow structures.

It was remarked above that there is evidence to support the presence of vortex filaments at the vicinity of
the rear tip of the MVG. Image processing of surface
flow visualization videos reveal the presence of two
spots near the rear tip. A frame from the video is shown
in Fig. 10. A separate panoramic visualization reveals
the presence of filaments in the flowfield near the rear
tip which are apparently related to the surface singularities. A frame showing these filmanents is shown in Fig. Fig. 10 Presence of a pair of
11. This figure shows another filament leaving the top of singularities in surface flow
visualization.
the MVG rear. Separately, Fig. 12 which shows pigment
accumulation at the top of the rear to support this contention that vortex filaments
also stream off the top. These observations are summarized into a detailed vortex
flowfield model shown in Fig. 13 [5].

4 Conclusions
Creative use of accepted surface and flow visualizations, including the use of digital
image processing, has effectively revealed numerous aspects of the complex flowfield around an MVG. Surface singularities and vortex filaments were revealed. The
visualizations allowed a flowfield model to be developed that satisfies topological
rules. The visualizations also support a downstream flow model that consists of either a train of ring or hairpin vortices that form due to instabilities arising from the
confluence of the two primary vortices from both sides of the MVG. A detailed vortex flowfield model is proposed based on these observations.

Fig. 11 Panoramic, near-surface visualization
revealing vortex filaments.

Fig. 12 Regions of pigment accumulation.
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Fig. 13 The postulated mean flowfield topology past an MVG (dashed lines indicate surface flow).
NA , NS = nodes of attachment and separation respectively; VS1 , VS2 = secondary vortices; SH , AH =
separation and attachment associated with the horseshoe vortex; VF = vortex filaments.
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